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Bangkok, Thailand, June 23, 2006 – Travelers worldwide now have a new option 
when making hotel bookings: Excelloz.com. Whether searching for available 

accommodation options in a specific city or simply seeking the best discount rate at 
an already-known hotel, Excelloz.com is sure to provide quick access to the required 
information, while a simplified reservation process maximizes member convenience. 

According to the management, “At Excelloz.com we aim to create loyal members, 
and as such, customer satisfaction is our most important goal.” 

Excelloz.com Features 
 

Excelloz.com offers some of the best available rates and aims to ensure significant 
savings, while still offering members great quality stays. The hotels listed on 

Excelloz.com cover a wide range of destinations and budgets, offering facilities for 
both business and leisure travelers. Member privacy is also well taken care of, with a 
highly secure certified online reservation process. Another capability offered is that of 

adding reviews, as well as contributing with text & picture travel guides.  
Thus customers have the capability of sharing their experiences and potential future 

guests can benefit from the information. 
 

Excelloz.com includes several innovative features that are meant to enhance the value 
and efficiency of every reservation. Many of the hotels listed have the possibility of 
SpeedConfirm® booking. Thus it is possible to instantly secure the hotel room of 

your choice with simply a few clicks. Excelloz.com is also one of the very few online 
travel agents that offers membership rewards: with the uniquely generous Excelloz 
Premium Member program, each booking made earns you valuable points that you 

can use to partially or fully pay for future stays. 
 

Travelers that make bookings through Excelloz.com can also be assured of 
comprehensive support throughout their stay.  

If any problem were to arise, the professional Customer Service staff is ready to help 
out and make sure that the issue gets sorted. 

 
With the current services on offer and several additions currently under development, 
Excelloz.com aims to position itself as a truly one-stop-solution for your travel needs.        
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